Mental iteration in conceptual design involves repetition of cognitive activities when
Introduction
Iteration is one of the most basic features of design process. Design concepts emerge and become complete through iteration of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Although the term iteration is frequently used to describe design process, what people infer by iteration can be very different things. Iteration in engineering design ranges from repetition of design activity to heuristic reasoning processes ͓1͔. Yet, based on what is repeating, one may classify design iteration into two types: iteration of design tasks and iteration of mental activities For the former, iteration is recognized as repeating of design tasks, which occurs frequently throughout a design project. Iteration of design tasks occurs because the design fails to meet established criteria or new information is obtained since a prior iteration ͓2,3͔. While iteration of tasks is needed for a team of designers to complete a design, it normally leads to delay and variability in production lead time. It was estimated that iteration of design tasks accounted for one third to two thirds of total development time of most product development projects ͓4͔. To date, much research has been carried out ͓5-7͔ to prescribe how to manage and reduce unnecessary iteration of design tasks to improve design process.
For the second type of iteration, iteration is recognized as repeating of mental activities of a single designer when he or she is performing a design task. This type of iteration is more difficult to observe because it occurs at cognitive level inside a designer's mind. However, from verbal protocol data, it can be seen that mental iteration occurs frequently throughout design process. Although it is believed that mental iteration can help designers clarify problems, generate ideas, and arrive at better designs, there has been little research on mental iteration, and its behavior, content, and mechanisms have not been clearly understood.
Adams and Atman ͓8-11͔ conducted an experiment to study iterative behavior of engineering students. It was found that senior students perform more iterations than freshman students and there is positive correlation between number of iterations and design success. Their work models iteration as transitions between information processing and decision making and identifies specific transition behaviors such as monitor, search, verify, plan, redefine, and capture. The understanding of the roles and patterns of these behaviors helps develop more effective instructional approaches for teaching design and provides helpful references for the development of further research on mental iteration ͓11͔.
The focus of this research is mental iteration particularly in conceptual design phase, where the principle of products is determined ͓12͔ and approximately three fourths of the final production cost is committed ͓13͔. Our goal is to advance the understanding of mental iteration in conceptual design so that better design methods and supporting tools can be developed. Therefore, instead of approaching mental iteration from a goal-directed problem solving perspective ͓8-11͔ and emphasizing behaviors of designers, we approach mental iteration from an idea generation perspective in which conceptual design thinking process is considered as composed of four specific cognitive activities and mental iteration is defined as looping around these activities. We focus on what ideas or contents are generated, "where" they are generated, how they are enhanced, combined, adopted, or discarded through different iteration loops. This "idea" or "content" focus, in contrast to the "behavior" focus of the work of allows us to understand what contents should be captured for reuse, and what contents or information should be provided for idea stimulation and problem redefinition. This understanding is essential for us to develop computer tools for supporting idea generation in conceptual design.
In our previous work ͓14,15͔, a cognitive activity model of conceptual design was proposed to capture cognitive activities involved in idea generation and identify different types of mental iteration loops. Protocol studies were conducted to validate the model and study the effect of problems and constraints on mental iteration behavior. The results suggested that each type of iteration loop behaves differently in response to different problem types and constraint conditions. In order to provide recommendations to designers and insights for tool development, we need to understand how different iteration behaviors may lead to different design performance and how skillful designers "manage" their design iterations. If we can understand their impact, we should be able to improve design by encouraging designers to perform good mental iteration behaviors and to devise tools to help them to do so.
In this paper we present a preliminary study of how each iteration loop impacts the designers' performance. This paper is orga-nized as follows. Section 2 reviews a cognitive activity model of conceptual design from our previous work. Section 3 describes the research method. Results and discussion are presented in Secs. 4 and 5. Finally, Sec. 6 summarizes the paper and draws conclusions. Because our focus is mental iteration, we will use "iteration" and "mental iteration" interchangeably in this paper.
Modeling Mental Iteration in Conceptual Design
Conceptual design encompasses various cognitive activities. Mental iteration involves repetition of these activities when designers perceive discrepancies between desired and the current states of design. The iteration can be within one cognitive activity when designers think back and forth before arriving at the desired state of that specific step of design, or it can involve a loop of several cognitive activities when the designers try to achieve the desired design concepts. Mental iteration may be modeled as a sequence of transition between information processing activities and decision activities ͓10͔. It may also be modeled as various loops, or looping, within and among a number of design-specific cognitive activities ͓14͔.
To identify and locate where these iteration loops occur, one needs to understand cognitive activities involved in conceptual design and their structures. A number of cognitive models have been developed to capture the inner working of cognitive processes and structures in conceptual design. These models are mostly based on behavioral observations and cognitive experiments. For example, Ullman et al. ͓16͔ developed the task-episode accumulation or TEA model of non-routine mechanical design. Jansson and Smith ͓17͔ described a theoretical model of conceptual design process, which describes movement between configuration space and concept space. Schön and Wiggins ͓18͔ modeled design process as iterative cycles of seeing-moving-seeing. Finke et al. ͓19͔ proposed a model of creative cognition, Geneplore, that can be applied to describe concept generation. Maher ͓20͔ and Maher et al. ͓21͔ proposed a co-evolution model that describes creative design processes as "co-evolution" between problem space and design space. Shah et al. ͓22͔ developed a model of Design Thought Process to describe generation and interpretation of ideas. Cross ͓23͔ introduced a general model of creative strategies to describe how highly experienced designers perform creative design tasks. Benami and Jin ͓24,25͔ proposed a cognitive model of creative conceptual design that captures interactions between cognitive processes, design entities, and design operations.
Most cognitive models mentioned above treat design process as a single iteration loop. As a result, they provide limited distinction of different types of iteration and their roles and mechanisms in conceptual design. To conduct more insightful study on mental iteration in conceptual design, we need a model that can identify cognitive design activities, addresses information generated from, and used by, these activities, and can capture various types of iteration loops as part of the design process.
Cognitive Activity Model of Conceptual Design.
A cognitive activity model of conceptual design was proposed to study mental iteration in conceptual design ͓14͔. The model was constructed based on a cognitive model of creative conceptual design ͓24,25͔ but we take a process view, rather than an interaction view ͓25͔ to model mental iteration. Furthermore, IDEF0, a schematic language designed to describe functions and processes ͓26͔, was applied to represent cognitive activities in terms of their relations. In IDEF0, every activity has four types of interfaces, inputs ͑on the left side͒, outputs ͑on the right side͒, controls ͑on the top͒, and mechanisms ͑on the bottom͒. The differentiation of the four interfaces allows us to explore relations between mental activities and identify the roles of various contents in mental iteration with respect to different phases of thinking process in conceptual design. Figure 1 presents the overview of the model, which comprises four key cognitive activities of idea generation process, i.e., analyze problem, generate, compose, and evaluate. These key cognitive activities are conceived from generative processes and exploratory processes described in Benami ͓25͔ and Finke et al. ͓19͔ . They can be further decomposed into subactivities at a more detailed level. But the details and their relations are difficult to clarify so we do not include the detail structure here. However, one of the possible patterns can be found in Chusilp and Jin ͓14͔. In the following we briefly describe the major activities and their subactivities.
Analyze Problem.
Analyze problem activity is carried out by designers to develop understanding of the problem on hand and explore requirements and constraints that must be satisfied and maintained by the design. Through problem analysis, design goals are set and constraints, and requirements are defined. During design, the problem definition may be elaborated or revised later, and the definition change will result in changes in constraints and requirements. As part of problem analysis, solution criteria are also determined from design goals, as indicated in Cross's general model of creative strategies ͓23͔. Analyze problem may comprise the following subactivities: formulate design goals, establish criteria, determine requirements and constraints, and redefine problem. erate design ideas. Given problem requirements and constraints, designers retrieve from their memories relevant information and knowledge to create initial design ideas. Based on the Geneplore model ͓19͔ and our previous work on cognitive modeling of creative design ͓24,25͔, we include both memory retrieval and perceptual stimulation as part of the generate activity. "Perceive" acts in response to iteration that stimulates the designer's ideation. Therefore, the subactivities of generate may include generate are perceive and retrieve.
Compose.
The compose activity is introduced to capture the evolution of initial design ideas into identifiable design concepts ͓25,27,28͔. This activity is performed when designers combine new ideas generated from their mind with the ideas and/or concepts generated from previous iteration cycles. The combined ideas are then further transformed into more matured design concepts. Although many models treated "compose" as part of "generate" ͓19,25͔, differentiating the two provides opportunities for us to study how iteration interacts with idea generation and evolution. This key activity may comprise the following subactivities: associate and transform.
Evaluate.
Once a concept is formed, it is then evaluated against design requirements, constraints and criteria. As an exploratory cognitive process ͓19͔, "evaluate" is performed by designers to make sure a generated design concept is relevant, useful, and good. Relevance and usefulness of a concept are determined against design requirements and constraints, while goodness depends on design criteria. The evaluate activity could comprise the following subactivities: examine and select.
As shown in Fig. 1 , designers analyze the problem to identify and define design requirements, constraints, and evaluation criteria, which are used to guide other activities in design. Initial design ideas are generated as pre-inventive structures by designers based on their background knowledge and recognition of the current design context. Identifiable ideas are then composed to form design concepts. These composed ideas are evaluated to determine if they are complete and satisfactory. Designers may discover new conflicts inside evaluated ideas that make them go back to either redefine the original design problem or identify subproblems. The perception of the intermediate ideas and concepts may also stimulate the designer to generate other ideas. Moreover, the generated ideas may be reused as they are combined with other ideas and when design situations change. The process also involves local iterations within each major activity.
Iteration Loops of Mental Activities.
The proposed cognitive activity model of conceptual design identifies various types of iteration loops embedded in the idea generation process. The loops among key cognitive activities are, namely, problem redefinition loop, idea stimulation loop, and concept reuse loop. We call these loops global iteration loops.
In the problem redefinition loop ͑PR loop͒, designers realize the need for revising the original problem definition after evaluating the composed design concepts against the problem requirements and constraints. They can choose to modify the current problem definition or decompose the problem into subproblems. The problem redefinition often leads to the change of requirements and constraints. It can be expected that the problem redefinition loop facilitates idea generation by allowing expansion of problem space and co-evolution of problem space and solution space ͓21͔.
Through the idea stimulation loop ͑IS loop͒, generated concepts stimulate designers to generate other ideas. Our previous research has shown that there exist patterns of stimulation in which certain types of intermediate design concepts, e.g., physical behavior concept, appear to be more effective in stimulating idea generation ͓24,25͔. It can be expected that the idea stimulation looping may increase the number of newly created ideas.
Through the concept reuse loop ͑CR loop͒, designers pick up previously generated ideas and then reuse them to compose new design ideas. It can be expected that the concept reuse looping can increase opportunities to better use created ideas.
Besides global iterations, there are local iteration loops within each major cognitive activity. Local iterations are carried out by designers to evolve or evaluate ideas until the "desired state" of the ideas is reached so that the design can be moved to the next step.
While the model in Fig. 1 is a cognitive activity model of conceptual design process, not design iteration per se, it does show what kinds of iterations are possible, where iterations occur in the design process and how the iterations might interact with the cognitive activities and impact the overall design process and performance.
Comparison to
Other Models. The cognitive activity model of conceptual design described above was conceived from our previous research ͓24,25͔ and influenced by other research as some features of the model resemble those of others' models ͑e.g., iteration of problem and solution, which is described as coevolution between problem space and solution space ͓29͔, iteration of problem definition ͓30͔, feedback from evaluation stage back to generation stage ͓31-33͔͒. However, our model describes the conceptual design process in terms of four specific cognitive activities and mental iteration loops. This integrated representation opened possibilities for us to explore how design mental iterations can impact on design process and design performance.
In addition, it is interesting that though we take a different approach from Adams and Atman ͓8-11͔ to identify and classify iteration loops, there are similarities. In their work, types of iterative design "cycles" are obtained from critical literature review of research in design and defined by activities that are involved in the transition. Their iterative design cycles include problem scoping, solution revision, coupled problem scoping and solution revision, and self-monitored cycles. Nevertheless, there are differences. Our model includes idea stimulation loop and concept reuse loop that capture the idea generation phenomenon in conceptual design. On the other hand, the self-monitored cycle does not explicitly appear in our model but compounded with all types of iteration loops, more or less, as a part of the control of the cognitive activities.
Research Method
To study the impact of mental iteration on design performance, we first need to conduct protocol studies to measure designers' mental iteration behavior ͑i.e., numbers of each loop, percentages of each loop, etc.͒ and their performance. Next, correlation analysis needs to be carried out to test the associations between the measures of mental iteration and design performance.
Protocol Studies.
The experiment comprised protocol studies of 16 subjects working on a design problem. Two primary methods of protocol analysis are retrospective reports, where subjects are asked questions of what they thought after they finish the task, and concurrent verbal reports or think-aloud method, where subjects have to speak what they think out loud during the experiment ͓34͔. The think-aloud method was selected because it can reveal the sequence of subjects' thinking process. However, the think-aloud method also has the disadvantage that subjects are often neither familiar nor comfortable with speaking out loud while thinking. Therefore, it is necessary to train the subjects to become more familiar with the method in order to minimize the influence of this disadvantage.
All subjects in our experiment were 2003-2004 academic year students at the University of Southern California. Fourteen of them majored in mechanical engineering and two in industrial and systems engineering. All subjects had limited work experience and little experience of skiing. Thirteen of them were male while the other three were female. Participation was on a voluntary basis. Subjects were tested individually in a quiet room to prevent distraction. Before starting the experimental problem, a brief think-aloud instruction with an approximate 30 min warm-up task was given to the subjects. There was no time limitation but most subjects finished the problem within 1 h. The whole experiment sessions were video taped by two cameras: one from the top to capture their sketches and the other from the front to capture their gestures.
The selected problem for the experiment was required to meet a few requirements. First, the subjects were students so it should not require more than basic engineering education to develop solutions to the problem. Second, the design space should be open enough for a wide variety of solutions. Third, the problem should not be too common so that subjects generate original ideas. For this experiment, the problem was stated as follows:
" The analysis of protocol followed the following steps. First, verbal protocol recorded from entire design sessions was transcribed. The next step was activity matching. The transcripts were divided into segments, in which each segment expresses the subject performing a cognitive activity. Then the four interfaces of each activity were identified and encoded using a formal language ͓15͔. Finally, the numbers of iterations in each loop are counted. The details of code definition and illustration of encoding process were presented in Jin and Chusilp ͓15͔. Two operators were involved in the coding process and the average numbers of loops were used. The consistency between two operators was about 90% in activity matching, 75% in identifying interfaces, and 95% in counting loops. Overall, we obtained 16 sampling points.
Measurement of Design Performance.

Existing Approaches to Design Evaluation.
Before carrying out this empirical study, we need to define how we measure design performance. One may assess design performance by evaluating outcomes of the design process, which are design concepts or solutions. In design research, there is no common method to evaluate design concepts. Different researchers often applied different methods to evaluate design concepts in their studies. For example, in the evaluation of wall-mounting design in Fricke ͓35͔, an evaluation method, which is referred to as VDI-guideline 2225 ͓36͔, was used. Solutions were evaluated to a set of requirements derived by experts, which comprehensively covered the problem qualification profiles. The score for each requirement was rated from 0-requirement is met inadequately to 4-requirement is met optimally. Then the final score was calculated from the average of all scores of each requirement. The assessment was done independently by two groups of experts.
In the litter disposal design experiment, which appeared in Dorst ͓29,37͔, quality of the design concepts was determined by the following measures: ergonomics, technical aspects, aesthetics, business aspects, creativity, and total judgment. The total judgment was not another mean of the other scores, but a separate overall impression score. The scores, ranging from 0 ͑poor͒ to 10 ͑excellent͒, were given based on the judgment of five assessors. Alpha coefficients for the agreement between the judges were checked for inter-rater reliability.
In Atman et al. ͓38͔, two measures were used to evaluate a playground design. The first was a measure of whether the design met the constraints specified in problem statement. The second was a quality score, ranging from 0 to 1, based on fulfillment of specific criteria, diversity, aesthetics, injury protection, uniqueness, and technical feasibility. The evaluation was done by two assessors separately to maintain the reliability.
Dahl et al. ͓39͔ evaluated a car jack design for seniors by originality, usefulness, and appeal constructs. Scores for three measures were determined by three-item, seven-point semantic differential scale ͓40-42͔. The three items composing the originality scale were unique ͑7͒-ordinary ͑1͒, original ͑7͒-commonplace ͑1͒, and fresh ͑7͒-routine ͑1͒. The three items for usefulness are useful ͑7͒-useless ͑1͒, effective ͑7͒-ineffective ͑1͒, and worthwhile ͑7͒-worthless ͑1͒. The customer appeal was composed of appealing ͑7͒-unappealing ͑1͒, likeable ͑7͒-not likable ͑1͒, and desirable ͑7͒-undesirable ͑1͒. The evaluation for each measure was done separately by a sample group of seniors, the customer target of the product. There were 14 seniors evaluating originality, 16 for useful, and 12 for appeal.
A more formal approach was proposed by Shah et al. ͓43͔. Four metrics were proposed for evaluating outcomes of idea generation methods. They are novelty, quality, variety, and quantity. The score of each metric, except quantity, is in the scale of 0 to 10 with 0 = poor and 10= good. Much of calculation of scores are based on the formula that makes their method less dependent on assessors' judgment and reduces bias.
In general, there are three issues to concern in the evaluation: the measures ͑i.e., usefulness, ergonomics, quantity, etc.͒, the procedures to evaluate or determine scores of measures, and the assessors who carry out the evaluation. The measures should be chosen based on the product being designed in the experiment because a measure may be suitable for one design but not another. The evaluation procedure should be as systematic as possible to reduce individual bias and maintain consistency. The assessors should have good knowledge of the product from the perspectives of the measures. Assessors can be a group of selected customers if the measures are related to customer satisfaction or product appeal. On the other hand, assessors have to be product designers or experts if the measures are technical. In addition, the evaluation should be carried out by more than one assessor to obtain reliable results and avoid individual bias. A method with a systematic procedure may require fewer assessors than a method that heavily relies on peer assessment.
Design Metrics.
We found that the design metrics in Shah et al. ͓43͔ measure important creativity aspects in which we are interested. The metrics are not problem specific so they can be used in other design problems in our future experiments. Furthermore, the method provides more objective procedures to calculate each metric and helps in reducing inconsistency and bias. Finally, this method has been applied by other researchers ͓44͔ to measure ideas generated in the experiment. Thus we decided to use their method for evaluating generated ideas in our experiment. A small variation from the original work was introduced to fit the needs of our study. For single stage evaluation, the formulas to calculate four design metrics are described as follows and an example of how scores are calculated is presented in Sec. 3.2.3.
Novelty.
Novelty is a measure of how unusual or unexpected an idea is. It is remarked that not every novel idea is a good idea. The novelty score can be computed from Eq. ͑1͒.
Overall novelty score
where f j ϭThe weight assigned according to the importance of Function j S j ϭThe novelty subscore for Function j, ranging from 0 to 10 Two approaches were suggested to calculate S j : ͑1͒ from assessors' priori knowledge or ͑2͒ from Eq. ͑2͒. C j ϭThe number of the current solutions for Function j In our experiment, we use the first approach. For a self-powered personal transporter on snow design, there are three main functions ͑m =3͒: propulsion ͑f 1 ͒, brake ͑f 2 ͒, and control direction ͑f 3 ͒. Because the first function is the most important, the weights are assigned as follows: f 1 = 0.50, f 2 = 0.25, f 3 = 0.25. The novelty subscore S 1jk for each function is rated based on features presented in Table 1 .
Variety.
Variety is a measure of how well one has explored solution space. High variety of generated ideas indicated more probability of finding better ideas in the other area of solution. The variety score can be calculated from Eq. ͑3͒.
where f j ϭThe weight assigned according to the importance of Function j S j ϭThe variety subscore for Function j The variety subscore can be computed from Eq. ͑4͒.
where s k ϭThe predefined weight of level k in the genealogy tree b k ϭThe number of branches at level k in the genealogy tree M max ϭThe maximum possible overall variety score Genealogy trees of idea generation must be constructed and inspected to evaluate variety score. The suggested values of s k are 10, 6, 3, 1 for physical principles level ͑s 1 ͒, working principles level ͑s 2 ͒, embodiment level ͑s 3 ͒, and detail level ͑s 4 ͒. For our study, we consider three levels of genealogy tree, which are working principles level, embodiment level, and detail level. So M max becomes the multiplication of the number of design concepts and the weight of the highest abstraction level of a genealogy tree, which is the working principles level for our experiment. Same set of functions and weights for novelty are used.
3.2.2.3
Quantity. Quantity, as described in Shah et al. ͓43͔ , is the total number of ideas generated by a subject over a design session. Though most subjects in our experiment produced just one final design concept, they developed several others but discarded them during the design process. Thus, instead of counting just one final concept, we consider the total number of both selected and unselected ideas for each function that were generated during the design session. This count can be, more or less, determined by counting a number of leaf nodes in a genealogy tree of ideation generation for each function. The overall quantity score is obtained from the weighed average of subquantity scores of each function as shown in Eq. ͑5͒.
Overall quantity score
where f j ϭThe weight of Function j S j ϭThe quantity subscore of Function j The subquantity score of Function j can be calculated from Eq. ͑6͒. The multiplication of 10 is for normalizing purpose.
where N j ϭCount of leaf nodes in genealogy tree for Function f j N j max ϭMaximum N j in all subjects for Function f j From the formula, the one who generates the maximum number of ideas for every function receives the highest quantity score. The same set of functions and weights for novelty is used. Because the quantity score expresses only the number of ideas that are created but how much each idea is different, it is recommended to view quantity score together with variety score so that we can have a better view of how many ideas each subject produced and how much they are different from each other.
3.2.2.4
Quality. Quality is a measure of how good an idea is based on technical aspect and how close it comes to meet requirements and constraints. The quality score can be computed from Eq. ͑7͒
Overall quality score
where f j ϭweight of Function j S j ϭQuality subscore of Function j Same set of functions and weights for novelty is used. S jk for each function are rated according to following rates: 10 if feasible and good performance, 7 if feasible, 3 if infeasible.
Best novelty versus final novelty.
In our experiments, we observed that many subjects discovered novel ideas but they later dismissed them. As a result, their final design ideas at the end of design session may not be novel although they had generated more novel ones. To study how novel ideas are generated and dismissed through iteration, we evaluate the novelty of both final ideas and those generated during design session. For convenience, we call the novelty of a selected final idea final novelty and that of the best idea a subject had explored best novelty. Note that because the score is composed of subscores of three primary functions, best novelty score may be composed of novelty subscores of each function from different ideas.
For quantity and variety, the score is evaluated from number of ideas and number of branches in a genealogy tree. So there is no best and final. For quality, a final design concept is expected to be more complete and more feasible so the best quality and final quality should always be equal. It is possible that ideas generated during design session could be better than a final design. However, in our experiment, best quality and final quality are all equal.
Illustration.
In the following, we demonstrate the evaluation of design scores for a subject in our experiment. The design session is briefly described.
During the design, this subject first analyzed requirements of the problem and itemized functional requirements. Then he explored many choices of propulsion system including an unusual idea, i.e., a stepping mechanism, but this idea was discarded as the designer realized that it was not effective. Using analogy of bicycle propulsion, one of the ideas the designer created was a paddling mechanism. The subject then adopted a bicycle for developing his design. The subject intended to have his design to be stable and does not flip over easily so he included two rear wheels and designed the wheels to be thick enough to prevent sinking into snow. As the subject realized the slippery ground surface problem, needles were implanted into the wheel surface to increase the friction between the wheels and snow. After finishing the propulsion system, he started to think about how to control the direction and how to brake. The use of paddling mechanism from bicycle seemed to fix the subject to explore his choices of controlling direction only in variations of bicycle steering column and handle bar. For the brake system, the subject explored several choices and finally chose a braking stick design that directly applies pressure toward the rear wheels by a stick. Then he realized the need to propagate the movement from hand to the braking stick so he designed braking lever and a pivot that user can pull and the sling are wired through the frame of the system and connected to the braking stick. The final design concept created by this subject was a tricycle-like vehicle that has a steering wheel with front ski pad connected to the front steering column and two rear wheels with a lever-stick braking mechanism. Figure 2 presents a portion of the original sketch drawn by a subject that illustrates the ideas created to satisfy Function 1, the propulsion. Figure 3 shows a portion of the original sketch that illustrates the finished concept.
Genealogy trees of idea generation were constructed based on subjects' protocol data and original sketches. The number inside the box at the top of the tree denotes the total count of generated ideas that is determined from the number of leaf nodes in the tree. Figures 4-6 show subject's genealogy trees for function 1-propulsion, function 2-control direction, and function 3-brake.
These genealogy trees are used to calculate the quantity and variety scores. As we discussed earlier, the primary function attributes of a self-powered personal transporter on snow are ͑1͒ propulsion, ͑2͒ control direction, and ͑3͒ brake. The weights for each function are assigned as follows: f 1 ϭWeight of Function 1-Propulsion= 0.50 f 2 ϭWeight of Function 2-Control Direction= 0.25 f 3 ϭWeight of Function 3-Brake= 0.25
Novelty evaluation.
Let S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 be novelty scores for Functions 1, 2, and 3. The values of S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 are given based on the features presented in Table 1 . For final novelty, S 1 = 6 as a paddling mechanism with two rear wheels was used, S 2 = 7 as steering wheel with front guiding ski pad was used, S = 3 as the wheel brake was used. The final novelty score is:
+ ͑0.25 ϫ 7͒ + ͑0.25 ϫ 3͒ = 4.00
For best novelty, S 1 = 10 since the designer had created a stepping mechanism for propulsion, S 2 = 7 the same as in final novelty, S 3 = 10 as the designer had created reversed paddling brake. The best novelty score is:
Quantity evaluation.
Let N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 be the count of ideas ͑leaf nodes͒ created and N 1 max , N 2 max , N 3 max , be the maximum N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 of all subjects. By inspecting genealogy trees for every subject, we identify N 1 max =6, N 1 max = 2, and N 1 max = 4 and from genealogy trees of this subject, N 1 =6, N 2 =2 and N 3 = 4. So the quantity subscores are:
Quantity Score for f 1 ,S 1 = 10 ϫ N 1 N 1 max = 10 ϫ 6 6 = 10
Quantity Score for f 2 ,S 2 = 10 ϫ N 2 N 2 max = 10 ϫ 2 2 = 10
Quantity Score for f 3 ,S 3 = 10 ϫ N 3 N 3 max = 10 ϫ 4 4 = 10
The overall quantity score is:
+ ͑0.25 ϫ 10͒ = 10.00
Variety evaluation.
Let S 1k , S 2k , and S 3k be predefined scores for level k in a genealogy tree of an idea set for Functions 1, 2, and 3 and b k be a number of branches at level k in a genealogy tree. The variety subscore for each function is: The overall variety score is:
= ͑0.5 ϫ 9.12͒ + ͑0.25 ϫ 1.67͒ + ͑0.25 ϫ 10͒ = 7.48
Quality evaluation.
Let S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 be quality scores for Functions 1, 2, and 3. For Function 1, the subject applied paddling mechanism that accepts and converts paddling movement to the rotation of the wheels. The subject embedded needles to the wheels to increase friction. We rate it as feasible and good so the score of 10 is given for S 1 . For Function 2, the design is a steering wheel that connected to steering column and a ski pad. We rate it as feasible and good so the score of 10 is given for S 2 . For Function 3, the design is a wheel brake, which, although working, may not perform well on snow. We rate it as feasible but average so S 3 is given as 7. Therefore, the overall quality score is: 
Results
Number and Frequency of Iterations.
Numbers and frequencies of mental iteration of 16 subjects from the protocol study described in Sec. 3.1 are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 4.2 Design Scores. The evaluation was done by two assessors. The sketches of design concepts, both finished and unfinished, from the experiment were redrawn and presented to the assessors. Genealogy trees of idea generation were developed through the protocol studies. For variety and quantity, numbers of nodes and branches were obtained from the genealogy trees, then the scores were computed from the formula we described earlier. So they were independent to the assessor. For novelty, the score was also independent to the assessor as long as the same rate of novelty is used. For quality, although the rate of quality is predefined-i.e., 10 if feasible and good performance, 7 if feasible, 3 if infeasible-it still depends on the judgment of the assessor whether the idea is feasible and with good performance, feasible, or infeasible. The difference of quality scores rated between two assessors was less than 10% of the average value. Table 4 presents the scores from the averages of the two assessors. Table 5 summarizes final ideas generated by subjects for evaluating final novelty score and quality score. Table 6 summarizes the best-novel ideas for evaluating best novelty score.
Correlations.
We now investigate the associations between design scores and number and frequency of iterations. Pearson's correlation coefficient ͑r͒ was used for preliminary testing of the association between numbers and frequencies of mental iterations in each loop and novelty, quality, variety, quantity scores. More testing may be needed to obtain accurate results. Table 7 shows correlation coefficients of design scores and numbers of iteration. Table 8 shows correlation coefficients of design scores and frequencies of iterations. Significant level is chosen at 0.05 for a matter of convention.
For the numbers of iteration, as shown in Table 7 , significant positive correlations exist between the numbers of every loop and design scores, except best and final novelty scores. For the best novelty, only positive correlation to IS loop is significant. For the final novelty, only negative correlation to PR loop is significant. For frequencies of iterations, there are significant negative correlations between the final novelty score and every loop, as shown in Table 8 . But all other correlations are not significant. Tables 7 and 8 also show correlations between each design score and correlations between iteration loops. There are significant positive correlations between quantity and best novelty, quantity, and variety. The positive correlation between quantity and novelty supports the argument that the more ideas, the better Paddle and 2 rear wheels
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Cramping wheel brake Cramp brake a Denotes a subject whose best novelty score differs from the final novelty score chance of novel ideas. For the correlations between iteration loops, all of them are positive and significant in both number and frequency. The Pearson's correlation coefficient gives a quick glance at the relation between design scores and amount of iterations but it can mislead when there is data peculiarity and the correlation glosses over some major violation of the assumptions of Pearson's correlation coefficient. Such assumptions are a straight-line relationship and normally distributed characteristics ͓45͔. To verify the result of a correlation analysis, one needs to inspect scatter plots in conjunction with the correlation matrix. An example of a scatter plot is presented in Fig. 7 . We can see a fair negative correlation between final novelty and the number of PR loop but there is no correlation between best novelty and the number of PR loop.
Discussion
From the correlation analysis, the frequency of iterations did not correlate to any metric but the final novelty. On the other hand, the number of iterations was correlated to design metrics with an exception of novelty. The insignificant correlation between frequency of iterations and design metrics implies the tendency that it is not important whether designers iterate their thinking more or less frequently; it is the amount of iterations that matters. One can think that every design problem requires designers to perform a certain number of iterations to finish and achieve certain performance. In the following, we discuss the impact of iteration on each design metric.
Impact on Idea Novelty.
As for the number of iteration, IS loop had positive impact on best novelty of ideas but it had no effect on the final novelty of the final design. This result implies that while more IS looping can lead to more novel ideas generated during the design process, there is no guarantee that the novel ideas will lead to the novelty of the final design. This implication is intriguing. Further examination of Table 7 shows that the PR loop had negative impact on the final novelty of the designed concept. Our interpretation of this intriguing result is that it is likely that novel ideas were created through iterations in the IS loop but later they were dismissed through iterations in the PR loop since revising the problem definition might have made the novel ideas obsolete. Generally speaking, novel ideas tend to be immature and hard to meet the evaluation criteria. Instead of exploring further on the novel ideas, designers tend to go back to redefine the problem and bring back "more familiar" solutions. As a result, many novel ideas created cannot reach the final design. The difference between best novel ideas and final ideas is illustrated in Table 5 and Table 6 .
There are two possibilities that IS loop enables the creation of novel ideas. First, it is conceivable that IS loop facilitates stimuli of the design content that encourage designers to generate more new ideas. As a result, the chance of creating novel ideas increases through IS loop iterations. This interpretation is confirmed later when we discuss the positive correlation between the IS loop and the quantity score. The other possibility is that the stimuli facilitated by IS loop trigger designers, like a flashlight, to break through their mental block and create novel ideas. For example, during the design session, a subject stated, "…I think it is acceptable. Ah, Snowboards!! Ah, you adapt sketch board to snow board. Maybe it is possible…"
In contrast to the IS loop, there are two possibilities that the PR loop could reduce the novelty of the final design. First, it could prevent the creation of novel ideas. PR loop facilitates generation of new requirements and constraints. These new constraints could create a mental block or limit the design space that designers Besides the correlation to the number of iterations, the final novelty was also negatively correlated to the frequency of iterations of every loop. The strongest correlation occurred to PR loop ͑r = −0.789͒ followed by CR loop ͑r = −0.763͒ and IS loop ͑r = −0.557͒. This negative correlation can be interpreted as follows. Novel ideas often unexpectedly occur as a flash of designers' awareness. More frequent iteration implies less time designers spend in each looping. As novel ideas are discovered through the iteration, if the iteration occurs too quickly, these ideas can be easily lost due to the lack of incubation. As a result, the more frequent designers iterate, the less novelty in their final designs.
Impact on Idea Quantity.
There was positive correlation between the quantity score and the number of iterations. The strongest correlation occurred to IS loop ͑r = 0.839͒, while CR loop ͑r = 0.781͒ and PR loop ͑r = 0.691͒ had lower strength of correlation. On the other hand, the correlation to the frequency of iterations was not significant.
The positive correlation between the IS loop and the quantity score supports our early discussion that IS loop increases opportunity to generate more ideas by increasing the number of generated ideas. For the CR loop, it can be expected that concept reuse increases the chance to better use generated ideas and allows discarded ideas to be picked up and reused to compose other ideas. As a result, this loop increases quantity of ideas. Although PR loop has weaker correlation than other loops, its correlation strength is still considerably strong. Because PR loop is expected to facilitate information to redefine design problems, it increases more opportunity to decompose the problem in more different ways and generate different sets of requirements. These different sets of requirements consequently lead to more ideas.
Impact on Idea
Variety. The result showed that variety was positively correlated to the number of iterations. The coefficients indicate approximately the same level of correlation for the three types of loop ͑r = 0.512 for PR loop, r = 0.553 for IS loop, r = 0.587 for CR loop͒. However, the correlation to the frequency of iterations was not significant.
It can be expected that PR loop and IS loop increase variety of the ideas. The PR loop could increase variety of ideas by introducing different problem decompositions at higher abstraction level so that each idea has different principles leading to more variety. The IS loop could increase the variety by providing more stimuli to allow designers to create various ideas. On the other hand, the positive correlation between idea variety and CR loop counters our intuition. We expected that the CR loop reduces the variety of ideas because this loop allows the reuse of previously generated ideas, which should lead to more similarity and less variety. However, a careful examination of protocol data showed that the idea evolution occurred through iterations in every loop including CR loop. As more various ideas are generated, more CR looping occurred, too. So it should be said that CR loop is an indication, rather than driving force, of variety.
Quality. The quality was positively correlated to the number of iterations, in which the CR loop has strongest correlation ͑r = 0.725͒ followed by PR loop ͑r = 0.643͒ and the IS loop ͑r = 0.572͒. The correlation to the frequency of iterations was not significant.
Because the PR loop could lead to refining constraints and requirements, designers, through PR looping, could form a better set of requirements and constraints. This better-defined set of constraints and requirements guides designers to compose more better ideas. Designers can also improve the quality of ideas through iterations of CR loop because it increases the opportunity to reuse generated ideas and make them more refined and better. For the IS loop, because this loop increases the number of generated ideas, it can be expected that the chance of generating better ideas also increases.
Improving Mental Iteration.
The empirical studies in this research provided evidence that mental iteration has a significant impact on design performance. As such, designers should be encouraged to have good mental iterations so that a better design performance can be achieved. One may suggest that designers iterate more IS loop but less PR loop if they want novel ideas, more IS loop and CR loop if they need as many designs as possible, more PR loop and CR loop if they prefer better design quality, or more every loop if they want more variety of ideas. Because most designers do not even consciously recognize these loops of mental iteration, methods or tools must be devised to encourage designers to perform desired mental iteration. It raises several questions for the future research-how can we provide methodical and technological interventions to improve design iterations and design performance? Many general methods, either conventional, intuitive, or discursive methods ͓12͔, have been developed to assist concept generation. It is conceivable that a direct or modified version of these methods or some new methods can be developed to encourage designers to have desired mental iterative behavior.
Moreover, positive correlation between design performance and the number of iterations raises the question whether better design performance can always be achieved by more iteration. One may hypothesize that there is a limit on the number of effective iterations. After the limit is exceeded, design performance is saturated. However, we inspected the scatter plots of design scores versus numbers of iteration to check a saturation pattern but there was no sign of such limit. It was possible that subjects in our study iterated much less than what could be.
Another issue worth mentioning is whether it is possible to emphasize one type of iteration loop over others. We have tested the correlation between each type of iteration loop and found strong positive correlations: r = 0.806 for PR loop and IS loop, r = 0.935 for PR loop and CR loop, and r = 0.827 for IS loop and CR loop. This result suggests that each type of iteration loop does not occur without the others. Therefore, it may not be possible to have designers iterate one type of iteration loop without the others. Since there are both positive and negative correlations to number of iterations in different loops, a good compromise is required. 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we performed an experimental study and correlation analysis to investigate relations between the measures of design performance and the number, frequency of mental iterations. The results suggested that ͑1͒ increasing number of iteration has positive impact on quality, variety, and quantity, but mixed effect on novelty, ͑2͒ the frequency of iteration does not seem to correlate to design performance except that it may have negative impact on the novelty of final design, and ͑3͒ increasing numbers of PR loop and IS loop may lead to decrease and increase of the novelty of design, respectively. We believe that the findings developed from this study would help advance the current understanding of mental iteration in terms of how mental iteration impacts designers' performance.
Our modeling and experimental study of mental iteration presented above has several limitations. First, the experiment included only 16 subjects. This could be a good starting point but experiments including more subjects need to be carried out before making broad generalizations from the results. Second, the subjects in our experiment were relatively inexperienced designers. There has been research on how experts perform design tasks differently from novice designers from different perspectives ͓38,46-49͔, including Adams ͓10͔ who investigated differences of iterative design behavior among freshmen and senior students. It could provide interesting insights for our research to involve experienced designers as subjects and study the difference of mental iteration between inexperienced and highly experienced designers. Finally, mental iteration was evaluated by the number, frequency, and percentage of each iteration loop. To provide more insight into mental iteration, other measures of mental iteration should be investigated. Such a measure may include the intensity, effectiveness, and efficiency of mental iteration. Our future work will address the above limitations.
